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The RNA World is a hypothesis about the origin of life based on the view
that the most critical event is the emergence of a self-replicating mole-
cule, a molecule that can both copy itself and mutate and, hence, evolve
to more efficient copying (Gilbert 1986). Evolution works on variation
and selection, and selection is always measured in terms of more efficient
multiplication, the ability to make more of the entity in question. The con-
cept of an RNA World is a way of answering the basic problem of what
was the molecular biology involved at the beginning of life. Our under-
standing of the molecular basis of biology today is in terms of a genetic
material, commonly DNA, translated through an apparatus involving
RNA and the mechanism of protein synthesis to specify the positions of
20 amino acids in protein enzymes. That picture of life, in which the
genetic material is of one chemical kind, DNA, made up of four bases, a
second chemical, RNA, is used for structural and transfer purposes, and
the enzymatic activities in the cell are a third chemical kind made up of
20 ingredient amino acids, creates a complex paradox in trying to formu-
late how life could have begun. This paradox was resolved by two real-
izations. One was that RNA is likely to be more primary than DNA, but
the picture of an RNA–protein world, in which RNA is the genetic mate-
rial specifying the positions of amino acids in proteins, still left one 
with a complex problem of beginnings. The second realization, however,
was that there was no intrinsic reason that enzymatic activity must be 
limited to proteins. The discovery of the first two RNA enzymes showed
that RNA molecules could carry out the phosphodiester bond transfers
needed for RNA synthesis (Kruger et al. 1982; Guerrier-Takada et al.
1983).

Why RNA rather than DNA? The current biochemistry of these
molecules suggests that RNA was antecedent to DNA. First, the synthe-
sis of the deoxynucleotides is not primary, but secondary, to the synthe-
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sis of the ribonucleotides. The biochemical processes in all cells today
create ribonucleotide precursors, and then at the ribonucleotide diphos-
phate level, convert the sugars into the deoxy form using ribonucleotide
reductases. This produces three of the deoxyribonucleotide precursors
directly, but the fourth is produced as deoxyUDP and only later is the
uracil methylated to produce the thymine of DNA. Second, the mecha-
nism of DNA synthesis is completely dependent on previous RNA syn-
thesis. The synthesis of the lagging strand of DNA, made in short pieces
which are then connected, has each such piece initiated by an RNA
primer which is then elongated into DNA and finally removed before the
DNA strands are ligated. In general, DNA-copying enzymes cannot ini-
tiate new strands de novo but must elongate some preexisting primer,
usually RNA. RNA-synthesizing enzymes, on the other hand, can initi-
ate with a ribonucleotide triphosphate. Furthermore, the ends of linear
DNA chromosomes are constructed by a telomerase function, which uses
an RNA template to extend the 3� end of the DNA chain. One last obser-
vation along these lines is that the RNA-synthesizing enzymes seem to
be more primitive than that for DNA, in that they are less efficient and
less rapid: The rate of RNA synthesis is about 50 bases per second,
whereas DNA synthesis runs ten times faster, about 500–1,000 bases 
per second. For all of these reasons, RNA appears to be a biochemically
primitive molecule that could have served as a precursor to a later 
DNA involvement. Thus, one would be led back from our current DNA–
RNA–protein world to contemplate an RNA–protein world in which RNA
would serve as the genetic material as well as the messengers translated
by ribosomes into protein enzymes.

But which then came first? The classic chicken-and-egg problem,
which needs a complicated protein machinery involving 20 amino acids
in order to synthesize the enzymes necessary to synthesize new copies of
the genetic material, which in turn dictates the structure of the protein-
assembling machinery and the enzymes, would be simplified if either one
or the other chemical entity served as the first structures. The suggestion
that life begins with protein molecules creates a pattern of chemical reac-
tions but provides no mechanism for genetic inheritance, since there is no
form of protein–protein self-copying, replication, and mutation. The key
aspect of evolution is the ability of molecules to grow; i.e., to replicate
themselves, but in a form that embodies variation, mutation, and thus can
provide the novel patterns on which natural selection will operate to
improve the replication in a changing environment.

The ribonuclease P activity (Guerrier-Takada et al. 1983) and the self-
splicing intron from Tetrahymena (Kruger et al. 1982) showed that RNA
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molecules could cleave and join other RNA molecules; this is a sufficient
enzymology to establish that an RNA molecule should be able to catalyze
RNA-dependent RNA synthesis. Furthermore, one should expect that
RNA would be capable of catalyzing a whole range of reactions. Broadly
speaking, an enzyme is any structure that can bind to, and hence stabilize,
the transition state of a chemical process. In that view of enzymology, the
issue is one of the shape and complexity of a binding site rather than the
chemical nature of the binding site; the issue is simply whether one can
find hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic surfaces to construct binding pock-
ets. RNA can serve these functions. In another view of enzymology, the
nature of the enzyme is to bring into apposition with the substrate the
cofactors and other groups that will participate in the chemical reaction.
Again RNA molecules could, in principle, bring charges or metal ions to
bear on the substrate.

In fact, today’s view of the ability of RNA to catalyze phosphodiester
bond formation and cleavage is that the RNA binds two essential magne-
sium ions which are used to handle the phosphate intermediates in exactly
the same way as the protein RNA polymerases carry out those same pro-
cesses using metal ions (Steitz and Steitz 1993; Steitz 1998).

Although protein enzymes frequently use cofactors, White (1976)
pointed out that a large number of these cofactors are related to RNA moi-
eties and look like residual pieces of RNA enzymes held in a protein
framework to catalyze chemical reactions.

THE RNA WORLD

The minimal enzymology that RNA can do, phosphodiester bond cleav-
age and transfer, is enough enzymology to show that it would be possible
for the first self-replicating molecule to be RNA, in the sense that in prin-
ciple an RNA enzyme could copy other RNA molecules, including copies
of itself. Although no such ribozyme has yet been created in the labora-
tory, Bartel’s group has come extremely close by constructing a ribozyme
that is capable of adding up to six bases in a template-directed fashion
using RNA triphosphate precursors (Ekland and Bartel 1996). This is the
key activity for an RNA-copying enzyme. The issue remains of finding a
way to do the copying so that the two strands do not become inevitably
hydrogen-bonded, and finding a way for the enzyme to accept an arbitrary
RNA molecule. These are more mechanical problems than chemical prob-
lems; the critical demonstration is that an RNA molecule can do the syn-
thetic chemistry. Thus, the RNA World contemplates a self-replicating
RNA molecule, arising in a puddle containing all the RNA precursors,
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catalyzing the formation of more molecules like itself, and in so doing,
leading to mutant molecules and ever-better replication.

After this beginning, the RNA World picture considers a far more
extensive use of RNA as enzymes: ribozymes that catalyze the synthesis
of all the precursors needed to synthesize RNA; ribozymes to construct
charge-neutralizing polyamines; and ribozymes to construct lipids. The
full expression of the RNA World conceives of RNA-based organisms
with RNA genetic material and RNA enzymes contained in lipid vesicles
growing and multiplying. To have natural selection work to develop bet-
ter RNA enzymes, one must effectively construct organisms, which can
multiply and outgrow each other, in which a bounding membrane con-
nects the mutated RNA genes with the better and more effective enzy-
matic ribozymes that are their products. 

These views of the emergence of self-copying molecules imagine that
one begins with pools filled with concentrated solutions of all the bio-
chemical precursors. The appearance of a self-copying RNA would cat-
alyze the formation of many molecules like itself in a pool. One could
contemplate essentially pools of liquid as the first “organisms,” each pool
developing a selected “best” replicator; but to go much farther, one must
have a way of enfolding the genetic material and the copying function in
some boundary coat, some boundary membrane. This is needed if the
genes and gene products are to be linked, as they must be if natural selec-
tion is to be able to identify a gene that makes a “better” product. Initially
these membranes do not have to be impermeable to small molecules. They
need only be able to hold together the macromolecular genes and gene
products, because we have assumed a high concentration of precursors
outside as well as inside these primordial cells. Only later, as one devel-
ops ribozymes to make precursors, does one need tighter membranes, with
pores to let specific chemicals through and pumps to create and control
gradients. Even at the beginning, however, a problem is posed by the neg-
ative charges on RNA and on lipids. Some supply of charge-neutralizing
molecules, polyamines or oligo-lysines, would be necessary to permit
RNA to be wrapped in lipid membranes and to aid in the wrapping (Jay
and Gilbert 1987).

Although we can imagine a plethora of ribozymes to do all necessary
reactions, the issue arises of how random processes could yield RNA
enzymes of appreciable size. This is the classic size paradox, emerging for
RNA. An RNA enzyme might be 300–600 bases long in order to function.
Even for 300 bases, that is 4300 or 10180 molecules. Clearly, one could not
get such a molecule by a random process. One way around this problem
is to hypothesize that the enzymatic activities are carried by rather short
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RNA pieces. We think a more likely possibility is that the RNA World
had an intron–exon structure. The RNA genetic material consisted of
RNA exons held together by self-splicing RNA introns, either group I or
group II introns, both of which functions are catalyzed by RNA molecules
acting as ribozymes. In this picture, the RNA genetic material would have
an extended, presumably a more linear, structure adapted for copying.
After the gene is copied, the introns would splice themselves out to leave
a set of RNA exons tied together so that they could fold up and become a
ribozyme. This use of introns at the RNA level does three things. First, it
solves the size paradox by making complex RNA functions out of short-
er, simpler pieces, RNA exons 30–40 bases long. Second, it provides a
way of distinguishing genetic material in a form that could be copied from
RNA folded up to form enzymes, and thus removes a requirement that the
ribozyme be in a form that can be directly copied. Third, it provides a
mechanism for enhanced illegitimate recombination. There may be a
background of recombination in an RNA-copying world, just by the RNA
synthetase occasionally jumping from molecule to molecule during the
replication and thus creating recombinant products, but this would be 
primarily homologous recombination. The critically useful process creat-
ed by the intron–exon structure at the RNA level is essentially transposi-
tion of exons. Two introns surrounding an RNA exon can cut out across
the exon and make a transposon that can then enter an intron in some other
molecule. Figure 1 shows this process. This concept provides a way to
shuffle exons at the RNA level to create novel RNA molecules. Finally,
as recently discussed by Jeffares et al. (1998), recombination tends to
minimize the “Eigen limit” problem; i.e., the limits in genome size
imposed by high rates of replication error (see Eigen 1993).

This picture of a fully developed RNA World uses RNA genetic mate-
rial, molecules about a few thousand (1–10,000) bases long with an intron–
exon structure. The splicing out of the introns ties the exons together to
make functional ribozymes, which make the precursors, the charge neu-
tralizers, and the membranes. There would be many copies of the genes in
each cell so that the division does not have to be extremely accurate.

Is the genetic material single- or double-stranded? If the genetic mate-
rial were single-stranded, with the ribozyme polymerase copying a plus-
strand into a minus-strand and a minus-strand into a plus-strand, the
intron–exon structure might be unstable. If the RNA genetic material were
double-stranded, the intron–exon structure would be stable, and upon
transcribing to make a plus-strand, that strand can either be copied back
to make a new double-stranded molecule or can splice out its introns to
become a ribozyme. In this picture, one has as many transcription units 
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as one has ribozymes, and about as many separate chromosomes as
ribozymes.

THE RNA–PROTEIN WORLD

The concept that there is rather complete development of an RNA World
accumulating in proto cells, with an RNA genetic material and RNA
enzymology capable of making a variety of the biochemical structures
needed, produces a simple way to develop an RNA–protein world. The
reason for the simplicity is that one can introduce proteins first as short
homo-oligo peptides. Their functions are to bind to RNA molecules to
enhance the catalytic functions of the ribozymes. One would expect the
process to begin with the ability to activate and charge a single amino acid
onto an RNA molecule and to develop a precursor to the ribosome to cat-
alyze the peptide bond formation. One must develop a way of encoding
that process into mRNA in order to make short oligopeptides. One con-
jectures that the first amino acid used would be either lysine or arginine:
lysine because of its chemical simplicity and codon simplicity; poly A, or

Figure 1 Schematic view of an intron–exon structure at the RNA level, spliced
in two ways. The introns are shown as type I, although they could as easily be
type II. Either both introns splice out to produce a ribozyme, or the extreme ends
of the two introns splice together to carry an intervening exon to a new position
in a novel gene.
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arginine, because of its much more extensive codon usage in the ultimate
code. The first product would be short, positively charged oligopeptides
to bind to RNA molecules to aid in charge neutralization made on a prim-
itive RNA ribosome (Maizels and Weiner 1987). Products and structures
that increase the fidelity of the proto-translational system would be posi-
tively selected (see discussion on proto-ribosomes in Jeffares et al. 1998).
The ability of a ribozyme to activate an amino acid has recently been
demonstrated (Illangasekare et al. 1995; see Chapter 7). A link between
ribosomes and ribozymes is also suggested by the fact that group I introns
have their function affected by kanamycin, gentamycin, and neomycin,
anti-ribosome antibiotics (von Ahsen et al. 1991). A further link is the
observation that an engineered ribozyme could hydrolyze an aminoacyl
ester substrate (Piccirilli et al. 1992), and peptide bonds have been formed
by selected ribozymes (Zhang and Cech 1997). Beginning with a single
amino acid and a single transfer/activating RNA, one can then easily
imagine mutant forms developing the ability to activate, encode, and
transfer other amino acids, building up first to some 5 amino acids to carry
out most of the protein functions and ultimately extending to the 20 amino
acids (21 including seleno-cysteine) that are currently used. 

Such a picture of the gradual development of the protein-synthetic
machinery, for the transition from an RNA World to an RNA–protein
world, does not require the big bang of a beginning for protein enzymes
that spring into action completely functional. The first use of proteina-
ceous material is as oligopeptides to support the RNA enzymes. Gradually
the protein chains become more complex, the support they can offer to the
ribozymes becomes more extensive, and ultimately, protein molecules
emerge that themselves carry the full enzymatic action. These can then
replace the ribozyme functions for a number of biochemical processes.
This view would suggest a unitary origin for the transfer RNAs arising
from one common ancestor. At the RNA level, the activating ribozymes
would have a unitary origin, but at the protein level the replacement of the
ribozyme function need not be unitary. In fact, the protein-activating
enzymes belong to two major families of dissimilar structure and differ-
ing chemical detail (Eriane et al. 1990).

As the mechanism of protein synthesis develops using RNA messages
to encode proteins, the intron–exon structure at the RNA World level
means that one can develop an intron–exon structure for the genetic infor-
mation at the protein world level. In this hypothesis, the exons would
encode small functional or folding elements of the ultimate proteins which
could, through shuffling, create novel protein structures. The first protein
enzymes were probably aggregates of short polypeptide chains, each 
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folding up as a small component of the final structure: These products as
exons were linked ultimately into a single gene by introns and then moved
into novel combinations by exon shuffling. Experimental evidence show-
ing the plausibility of such aggregates exists for triosephosphate isom-
erase (Bertolaet and Knowles 1995) and tRNA synthetase (Shiba 1995).
The end product of an RNA–protein world would be a cell with the abil-
ity to handle and to synthesize RNA and protein precursors, able to do a
great deal of biochemistry. This cell would have a cell membrane and
probably a cell wall to support the contents against osmotic pressure dif-
ferentials. This cell would have pores and pumps to scavenge organic pre-
cursors from the environment. Such a cell has all the attributes of the last
common ancestor except for DNA. The genetic material still is RNA,
even with an intron–exon structure. The exon structure would match the
one we have detected today in the intron positions in ancient conserved
proteins (de Souza et al. 1996), in which we infer that there is a pattern of
original exons which represent modules, compact units of protein struc-
ture, of the order of 21 Å, 28 Å, and 33 Å in diameter, corresponding
roughly to oligopeptide units 15, 22, and 30 amino acids long. This
exon–intron structure, we think, would have been fully developed at an
RNA World level. 

Two lines of argument further support this concept. The peptidyl
transferase activity today still appears to reside in the ribosomal RNA:
The basic mechanism of protein chain extension is an RNA-catalyzed
one, not a protein-synthetic one (Noller et al. 1992). This is clearly an
indication that an RNA enzymology preceded a protein enzymology. We
described the intron–exon structure of the RNA World as being type I and
type II introns. Even in the RNA World, the introns could be of type III,
for which the catalysis is done not by cis-acting RNA structures, but by
trans-acting ones. Today the RNA spliceosomes, the particles involved in
the splicing of nuclear pre-messenger RNAs, are RNA–protein particles
in which the small nuclear RNAs involved are most likely to carry out the
details of the catalytic reactions (for review, see Sharp 1994). Both the
ribosomes and the RNA-splicing mechanism look like remnants of an
ancient RNA World. 

THE DNA–RNA–PROTEIN WORLD

The genetic material of the RNA–protein world would have its genetic
material in the form of RNA molecules about 10,000 bases long, RNA
molecules the length of the molecules in RNA double-stranded or single-
stranded viruses; the reason is that the error rate in copying RNA is likely
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to be too high to permit the creation of extremely long molecules. One
expects the error rate to be high because there is no proofreading mech-
anism, and thus the errors are likely to be on the order of 10–3 or 10–4,
about down to the tautomerism rate for the bases. Thus, at the RNA–
protein world level, one expects a large number of short chromosomes,
each encoding one or at most a few genes, and the assortment of these
chromosomes into daughter cells probably taking place at random because
the parent cell has large numbers of duplicates. The introduction of DNA
solves these problems. DNA-based enzymology can develop a full-fledged
error-correcting mechanism that ultimately drives the error rate down to
10–9. This permits long chromosomes, an ordered development of a mitotic
process, and a well-defined segregation of chromosomes into daughter
organisms. The first enzymes involved would be the enzymes that create
the DNA precursors from the RNA precursors, ribonucleotide reductases,
and a reverse transcriptase function that can convert an RNA chain into a
DNA chain. Ultimately then, we need DNA-directed RNA polymerases
and DNA-directed DNA polymerases, as well as a telomerase. This picture
suggests that the reverse transcriptase and the telomerase functions are of
equal age and very old. Since there is an intron–exon structure for protein
genes at the RNA–protein world level, this structure is simply copied into
the DNA. This leads us to an intron–exon structure for the DNA genes, the
exons still being primarily units of protein folding and function. Of course,
at both the RNA and the DNA levels, simple exons can be fused together
and reused as more complicated exons. 

At both the RNA and DNA levels, tying together of the exons that
correspond to the short polypeptides that might as an aggregate form
enzymes increases their genetic linkage, so that the entire complement of
polypeptides needed to generate some enzymatic activity can be passed in
a simple form from parent to daughter. However, genetic linkage is not a
required concept. Pieces of protein need not be genetically linked for the
organism to survive, but if they are linked, it is easier to pass the function
as a whole to the offspring and that pattern, we think, would be quite valu-
able in the very early stages of evolution. The intron–exon structure of a
gene provides a certain amount of genetic linkage in that the exons are
held together, but the separation of the exons along the genetic material
provides an enhanced recombination rate, over evolutionary time, that
could lead to better novel combinations, and to the creation, by illegiti-
mate recombination, of entirely new structures. 

We have discussed the origins of life focusing on the first self-
replicating event. By self-replicating we mean the appearance of a mole-
cule that can copy molecules like itself to produce more of its own kind
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along with a notion that that copying could be occasionally inaccurate,
hence able to introduce mutations that would permit a population of mole-
cules varying about a norm to emerge. This variation in structure permits
the emergence of molecules that copy more effectively under any speci-
fied conditions, and as those conditions change, the molecules can evolve
to make more of themselves under the new conditions. We regard this as
the crucial aspect of evolution: that it involves exponential replication,
including both multiplication and variation, which can be worked upon by
natural selection. Before the emergence of such a molecule, there was a
period of prebiotic synthesis of material, which we have not discussed.
That synthesis needs to include ways of forming the precursors for RNA 
synthesis, oligonucleotides or RNA triphosphates, or polyphosphates. 
The synthesis of these molecules could even be catalyzed by inorganic
catalysts, such as clays or other material, which might produce high-
molecular-weight precursors. But these issues of where the precursors are
synthesized, or whether there is a background of inorganic or organic cat-
alysts that can be used to produce complex molecules, to our mind are not
the same as the question of where the evolution begins. The replication of
a nucleic acid in the presence of a catalyst, even though the nucleic acid
moiety under these conditions will modify and evolve (Spiegelman 1971;
Eigen 1987), is not a full model of evolution because the multiplication or
amplification is not self-sustaining. It is only the ability of a molecule
effectively to copy itself, to make more of its own kind, that creates the
exponential growth that is characteristic of life.
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